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Abstract - This paper presents detailed results from a highfidelity human-in-the-loop evaluation of an airport surface
decision support tool. The Spot And Runway Departure
Advisor is designed to aid controllers in managing aircraft
surface operations and is based on two optimization
algorithms: the Spot Release Planner and the Runway
Scheduler. The Spot Release Planner provides sequence and
timing advisories to the Ground controller for releasing
departure aircraft into the aircraft movement area to reduce
taxi delay while achieving maximum throughput. The Runway
Scheduler provides take-off and arrival runway crossing
sequences to the Local controller to maximize runway usage.
Performance metrics from the simulation include delay,
number of aircraft stops, fuel consumption, and aircraft engine
emissions. The results were not consistent among the different
traffic scenarios. Results from high traffic scenarios show the
average departure delay and number of aircraft stops in the
movement area were reduced by 64 and 68 percent,
respectively. Fuel consumption and engine emissions were
reduced by as much as 38 percent. There was a slight
reduction in taxi time of arrival aircraft even if the emphasis of
the tool was on departure traffic. However, for normal traffic
scenarios there was little change in any of performance metrics
mainly due to low traffic volume.
Keywords – decision support tool; airport surface traffic;
optimization; human-in-the-loop simulation

I.
INTRODUCTION
Delays in airport surface operations negatively impact
other areas in the air traffic system, even those far from the
airport. Such delays not only affect the ability of aircraft to
meet scheduled arrival times at destination airports, but also
add uncertainty and complexity in controlling aircraft,
resulting in economic and environmental cost due to
increased fuel usage and emissions. Such inefficiencies also

add to the direct operational cost of the airlines, and increase
passenger discomfort.
In the United States, airport inefficiencies result in excess
delay in queues that can be traced back to the allocation of
aircraft control. Most of the major airlines in the United
States control the ramp area (or non-movement area) and the
FAA Air Traffic Control Tower (or simply “Tower”)
controls traffic on taxiways and runways (or movement
area). Typically, airlines push back an aircraft from its gate
as soon as the aircraft is ready, partly due to the scheduled
gate-push back being a performance metric [1]. Often times
these movements are uncoordinated and during busy times,
result in taxiway congestion and large runway queues[2-4].
To address the inefficiencies of surface movement, the
Air Traffic Management (ATM) research community in the
United States has developed various concepts and procedures
to reduce taxi delay. Much of this research has focused on
concepts that include optimized surface planning. Such
optimized surface planning for aircraft between gates and
runways has been shown to reduce delays, maintain or
increase throughput and increase surface traffic efficiency [25]. Similar optimization concepts for taxiway and runway
operations have also been explored for use by the European
surface ATM research community [6, 7].
However, previous research has primarily focused on offline evaluation. Various papers show reduction in taxi delay
by solving large optimization problems using commercially
available software packages [4, 8], where the reduction is
tested over small, isolated scenarios. Various components
within the optimization framework of surface operations
have also been integrated with fast-time simulation tools to
evaluate the overall system performance for a longer period
of time (e.g., up to 24 hours) [9]. In both the cases, the
human aspects (controllers and pilots) have not been

involved, and the questions of information relay and
realizable benefits have not been tested.
This paper describes the concept and evaluation of the
Spot and Runway Departure Advisor (SARDA), where realtime optimized advisories for managing surface traffic were
tested in a human-in-the-loop (HITL) environment. The
concept of optimized surface operations used by SARDA is
presented first. Following this, the technical approach used
for building this tool is briefly described in Section III. In
Section IV, a brief description of the HITL simulation
conducted in April 2010 is presented, followed by detailed
results from this simulation in Section V. Results reported in
this paper will focus on the changes in delay, the number of
aircraft stops, quantification of fuel consumption, and aircraft
engine emissions. Other aspects of the experiment, including
human factors findings, are presented in a separate paper
(submitted at the same venue) 1 . Concluding remarks are
discussed in Section VI.
II. CONCEPT OF OPTIMIZED SURFACE OPERATIONS
SARDA controls aircraft using the same concept
introduced by previous studies of airport operations. It is
based on a queuing model approach where aircraft can be
scheduled at control points with an objective of reducing
observed delays [10, 11]. In this model, control points were
identified at the spots2, runways, and runway crossing lines.
Gate management and time control were not included in
either this tool or the HITL experiment since the scope of the
study was limited to the control functions of today’s Tower
controllers.
A goal of SARDA is to provide an optimal departure
schedule for aircraft by metering them at the spots. This
allows only an optimal number of sequenced aircraft in the
movement area, thus improving movement area efficiency
too. The mechanism addresses efficiency and throughput as
well as reduces environmental impact. This concept of
metering aircraft at the spot is effectively shifting delay from
the runway queue to the spot area. This may lead to large
queues at a spot during high departure demand; this can be
resolved by assigning gate push back times instead of
holding aircraft at the spots. Further, communicating spot
release times with airline dispatchers before aircraft are
pushed back will also reduce such queues.
The motivation to produce separate guidance from
SARDA for the Ground and Local controllers is based on
analyzing the functional allocation of aircraft control duties
between the Ground and Local controller. Fig. 1 illustrates
these two roles. The Ground controller’s primary
responsibility is to maintain separation and a smooth flow of
aircraft on taxiways. For each departure aircraft, the Ground
controller issues a taxi clearance that includes both runway
and taxi routes to the runway. The Ground controller
considers aircraft type, departure route, and constraints due
to traffic management initiatives (e.g., miles-in-trail
1
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“Spot” is the hand-off point between the airline ramp control and Tower
control, marked on the pavement with a number.

restrictions) when issuing a taxi clearance in order to achieve
efficient surface traffic movement. The Local controller is
responsible for safe and efficient runway operations,
including take-off, landing, and runway crossings. The same
flight information is used for the Local controller’s decisions.
Typically at DFW, the Ground controller releases aircraft
from into taxiways without holding them even if there are
aircraft already taxiing or there is a long queue of aircraft
near the departure runway.

Figure 1. An Example of Responsible Areas of Ground and Local
controllers

Based on how traffic is managed today, two separate
decision support functions were identified for SARDA. For
each identified decision support function, an optimization
algorithm was specified as shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

CONTROL DECISION AND DECISION SUPPORT FUNCTION
FOR TOWER CONTROLLERS

These two functions (or algorithms) are the Spot Release
Planner (SRP) and the Runway Scheduler (RS). The SRP
provides an optimal schedule for releasing departure aircraft
from spots with objectives to maximize runway throughput
and minimize taxi delay. The RS provides an optimal
sequence for take-offs and runway crossings with an
objective of maximizing runway usage. By following the
spot release schedule, taxiway congestion will be reduced,
and therefore, reduction in taxi delay as well as fuel savings
can be achieved, while runway throughput is still maintained.
The RS is a complementary function to SRP. It evaluates
dynamic situations of traffic in the runway queue and
crossing areas and provides an optimal sequence of aircraft
for take-off and runway crossing. In general, the RS becomes
more useful for airports that have a large runway queue area
with multiple queue lanes. Depending on the runway queue
structure, runway operations can be efficiently managed with
the aid of the RS.

III.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

A. Spot Release Planner (SRP)
The SRP calculates for an optimal spot release schedule
in two stages [3]. In the first stage, an optimal departure
schedule at the runway for a set of incoming flights is
generated with an objective of maximizing runway
throughput:
(1)
where ti is the calculated take-off time for flight i, and F
denotes all flights. For each flight, an estimated time of
arrival (ETA) at its assigned spot and an estimated taxi time
between spot and assigned runway via one of standard taxi
routes are the main inputs to the algorithm. In addition,
constraints, including wake separation criteria and other
time/distance constraints, such as a miles-in-trail restriction
over a common departure fix and Estimated Departure
Clearance Time (EDCT) due to a Ground Delay Program
(GDP), are applied. The optimization problem of this first
stage can be formulated either as a mixed integer linear
program (MILP) or a dynamic programming (DP). Both
formulations were evaluated, but the DP was a preferred
approach mainly due to its availability over commercial
optimization solvers.
The second stage of the SRP is to determine optimal
times to release aircraft from assigned spots to meet
departure schedules. Depending on the complexity of the
taxiway geometry and the decision whether to incorporate
variable taxi speeds or arrival traffic, the problem can be
formulated as either a reduced MILP or a linear program
(LP). For surface traffic at DFW, all of three standard
departure taxi routes (i.e., K-EF, K-EG, L-EH shown in Fig.
2) have a very simple taxi route structure with almost equal
taxiway lengths. Therefore, spot release times for each
aircraft can be calculated simply by subtracting the estimated
taxi time from its scheduled take-off time.
(2)
where Ti is the spot release time and is the estimated taxi
time of ith flight. An additional constraint due to uncertainties
of operation is to have a small number of aircraft in the
departure queue (e.g., runway queue size < 6) to ensure that
there were no gaps in the actual departure schedule.
Key design parameters considered for the SRP algorithm
are:
•

Planning horizon – the future planning time interval
for the algorithm

•

Freeze sequence – number of aircraft for which the
spot release sequence is fixed across consecutive
calls of the algorithm (e.g., first three aircraft in the
sequence)

•

Equity – a parameter to be used to prevent a
particular aircraft or type of aircraft from being
penalized in subsequent optimization cycles

•

Priority aircraft – specifies priority in take-off
sequence (e.g., an aircraft in an emergency situation)

•

Maximum spot delay or spot queue size – a
parameter to be used by the algorithm to prevent a
queue from forming at a certain spot

•

Runway queue size – a parameter that specifies the
number of aircraft allowed in the runway queue at
any time

•

Airport operating points – Airport Departure Rate
(ADR) that will affect the optimization of departure
schedule

Uncertainties in taxi speed, pilot response to controller
taxi clearances, and interaction among taxiing aircraft is
mitigated by executing the algorithm periodically to generate
new optimization solutions. In the simulation, the SRP
algorithm was executed every 40 seconds with a rolling
planning horizon of 15 minutes.
B. Runway Scheduler (RS)
The motivation for and design of the RS were based on
an evaluation of the role of the Local controller. The Local
controller strives for efficient runway operations by
sequencing take-offs, considering various factors such as
aircraft weight class, departure route, departure fix
constraints, RNAV (Area Navigation) procedures, and
others. The Local controller is also responsible for managing
crossing operations of arrival aircraft. With multiple runway
queue lanes and multiple crossing points at DFW, as shown
in Fig. 2, the sequence decision made by the human
controller may be far from optimal due to complexity. A
previous study showed that the average stopped time of
aircraft at DFW in crossing queues during busy traffic times
was over 2 minutes, which turned out to be the most
significant contribution to the taxi delay of arrival aircraft at
DFW [12]. Therefore, the objective of the RS is to provide
an optimal sequence for take-offs and runway crossings of
arrival aircraft.
Previous optimization approaches were developed and
tested for various configurations of runway queue structure
[5, 8, 13]. Rathinam et al. [13] developed a generalized
dynamic programming formulation and successfully solved
the departure scheduling problem of a single runway with
multiple queue lanes. Optimal solutions to schedule 40
aircraft for an hour were obtained in less than a tenth of
second of computational time. For SARDA, this algorithm
was extended to include constraints for runway crossings. In
order to incorporate runway crossing constraints, the
algorithm requires estimated arrival times of aircraft at hold
lines for crossing, as well as travel times for crossing at
different speeds.

Figure 2. Departure Taxi Routes, Departure Runway Queue, and Runway Crossing Structures of East DFW

The requirement for estimated crossing times and travel
times necessitate a trajectory prediction function, which
should include the capability to predict the runway exit an
aircraft would use. In order to make the problem simple,
runway exits were assigned by the Local controller before
aircraft landed on the runway. The algorithm also allows
multiple crossings at the same time.
The inputs to the RS algorithm include ETAs of
departure aircraft at their assigned queue lanes (i.e., EF, EG,
or EH as shown in Fig. 2), aircraft type, and wake vortex
separation criteria. Under the current procedures of DFW,
the queue lane is determined by an assigned taxi route that is
included in a taxi clearance issued by the Ground controller.
Therefore, the algorithm receives the queue lane information
from the controller input. Other constraints such as Traffic
Management Initiatives (TMIs) applied to the aircraft,
departure route, EDCT, and RNAV equipage were not
incorporated into the algorithm at the time of simulation. The
dynamic program used the pareto optimal solution of both
throughput and departure delay; throughput and departure
delay are defined below in expressions (3) and (4)
respectively:
(3)
(4)
where ti is the calculated take-off time and αi is the earliest
release time for flight i (i∈F).
Similar to the SRP algorithm, key design parameters to
consider for the RS were identified as follows:
•
•

Planning horizon – the future planning time interval
for the algorithm (e.g., 15 minutes)
Maximum departure delay and maximum arrival
crossing delay – parameters to be used to prevent a
particular aircraft or type of aircraft from being
penalized in subsequent optimization cycles

•

Priority aircraft – specifies priority in takeoff/crossing sequence

•

Crossing queue size – specifies the maximum
number of aircraft allowed in each crossing queue

•

Maximum simultaneous crossings – specifies the
number of crossings allowed simultaneously from a
single crossing queue

•

Similar to the SRP, the RS needs to be executed
frequently to generate new solutions in order to
accommodate uncertainties. In the simulation, the
RS algorithm was executed every 40 seconds with a
rolling planning horizon of 15 minutes.

IV. HUMAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION
This section briefly describes the HITL simulation
conducted in April 2010 at Ames Research Center of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).
Detailed information regarding the simulation, such as
system integration, user interfaces, test scenarios can be
found in reference [14], and the human factors findings are
presented in a separate paper at the same venue3.
A. System Architecture
The Surface Management System (SMS) was used as the
basis for the simulation. SMS was originally developed by
NASA in coordination with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) as a prototype decision support tool to
assist Tower controllers, managers and airlines in managing
surface traffic [15]. For this simulation, SMS exchanged
flight information and scheduling solutions with the
optimization algorithms over the network. Existing SMS user
interfaces were modified to provide advisories to the Ground
and Local controller positions.
The Airspace Traffic Generator (ATG) system was used
to generate motions of aircraft either on the surface or in the
airspace near the airport, and sent position data to SMS for
3
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display [16]. The Ground Pilot Stations (GPSs), components
of ATG, were used by the pseudo-pilots manually taxiing
aircraft following taxi clearances issued by the controllers
via voice.
B. User Interface
1) Controller Displays
Displays for both Ground and Local controllers were
provided for the HITL simulation. The basic display for the
Ground controller is composed of an existing SMS map
display that shows spots and taxiways under the controller’s
responsibility. The basic display for the Local controller
consists of a surface map of the responsible area (i.e., runway
queue and crossing queues) and a map of terminal airspace
that covers portions of final approach and initial climb paths.
Taxiing and airborne aircraft are shown on the map displays
with a data tag attached to the aircraft icon. Information
shown on a data tag varies depending on flight status (i.e.,
arrival/departure, in ramp, taxi out/in, in queue, final,
departed). For example, the data tag of a taxiing departure
aircraft includes aircraft callsign, aircraft type, assigned
runway, destination airport, and departure fix.
2) Controller Advisories
Two types of advisory formats were created for the
Ground and Local controllers: ‘data-tag’ and ‘timeline.’ Fig.
3 shows examples of the advisories for the Ground
controller. The data-tag format displays both spot release
sequence and countdown time in the data-tag attached to the
aircraft icon, whereas the timeline format displays the same
information in the timeline. Similarly, the data-tag format for
the Local controller advisory displays the take-off and
crossing sequence in the data-tag next to the aircraft icon,
whereas the timeline format displays the same information in
a stack of aircraft callsigns.

Both normal and heavy traffic scenarios for east DFW
operations with a south flow configuration were generated
based on actual traffic data. Normal traffic scenarios
represent operations of current day DFW traffic, and were
created from the surface surveillance data in year 2008.
Heavy traffic scenarios represent a traffic density
approximately 1.5 times higher than that of normal traffic.
There were two scenarios for each traffic density, each with a
slightly different distribution of push back times, touchdown
times, and fleet mix. A normal traffic scenario had 45
departures and 44 arrivals in 45 minutes, utilizing the gates
in east terminals (i.e., Terminals A, C, or E as shown in Fig.
2). A heavy traffic scenario had 68 departures and 65 arrivals
per 45 minutes. A small portion of flights that left from east
terminals departed from runways in the west of the airport.
Similarly, a small portion of arrivals landed on the runways
in the west of the airport and taxied into the gates in the east
terminals.
Fig. 4 shows the runway configuration and traffic pattern
of east DFW used for the experiment. Controllers were
responsible for managing traffic on primary runways 17R
and 17C, as well as associated taxiways. Traffic from the
west side of the airport (via taxiways A and Y) and arrivals
landing on runway 17L were automated. These aircraft were
handed off to pseudo-pilots at designated locations. Aircraft
going to the west were handed off to automated sectors on
taxiways B and Z. Directions of automated traffic are shown
in dotted lines.

Figure 4. Traffic Pattern of DFW East Operations used for the Experiment

data-tag

timeline

Figure 3. Advisories for the Ground Controller

C. Scenarios
Scenarios were generated such that departure traffic
begins at the gates upon activation in the simulation and
arrival aircraft appear about 10 nmi from the runway
threshold. After a departure aircraft pushes back from the
gate, it maneuvers in an automation mode towards its
assigned spot and stops before it, unless the Ground
controller issues the pilot a taxi clearance while the aircraft is
still moving. Scenario data for a departure aircraft contains
callsign, aircraft type, flight plan route, departure fix,
activation time (push back or first track hit), initial position,
gate, spot, and runway.

V. RESULTS
This section describes the detailed results from the HITL
experiment conducted for two weeks in April 2010 at NASA.
Two retired controllers with over 20 years of experience at
DFW participated as tower controllers, along with 6 pseudo
pilots.
A total of 56 runs were completed over two weeks, with
each run lasting about 45 minutes. Each scenario was run
with four different advisory options: baseline 1, baseline 2,
data-tag format (D), and timeline format (T). In ‘baseline 1’
(B1), both Ground and Local controllers were asked to
conduct the current procedures and the advisories were not
shown. In ‘baseline 2’ (B2), the controllers were asked to try
to meet the objective of the SARDA tool, again with no
advisories displayed on their screens. More specifically, the

controllers were asked to maintain the runway queue size at
less than 6 at all times by holding aircraft at spots. This
‘simulated’ advisory option was evaluated only in heavy
traffic scenarios since the departure queue size in normal
traffic situations was always less than 6. Baseline 2 was run
to evaluate the controller understanding and acceptance of
the concept of delayed spot release; the goal was to see if
controllers would be able to simulate the desired effect in the
absence of advisories. As will be seen in the following
results, there was not much difference in the system
characteristics of delays, stop-and-go situations and fuel
consumption between B2, D and T. However, as described in
the complementary paper on SARDA simulation, controllers
stated a preference for the advisory when asked to hold
aircraft at spot4.
Metrics were defined to evaluate performance of the
algorithms in various traffic situations. The performance
metrics were divided into three categories: delay, number of
stops and stop time, and fuel consumption and engine
emissions.
A. Average Delay
Delay is defined as the difference between actual taxi
time minus unimpeded taxi time (in seconds). Unimpeded
taxi times were obtained in advance from simulated data
from ATG runs. Delay metrics were divided into the
following categories:
•

Ramp area delay – average delay in the ramp area
between gate push back and spot release

•

Taxi delay – average delay on the taxiway between
spot release and entry into the runway queue

•

Queue area delay – average delay in the runway
queue between entering the queue and crossing the
runway hold short line

•

Crossing delay – average delay between exiting the
runway and crossing the runway hold short line

•

Total movement area delay – average delay between
spot release and take-off (for departures) or between
runway exit and arrival at the spot (for arrivals)

Figs. 5-7 shows the mean and standard deviation in
average taxi delay, average departure queue delay, and the
total departure delay per aircraft in the movement area
(taxiway + departure queue), respectively. The left column of
each figure shows the metrics from runs out of normal traffic
scenarios, and the right column shows the results from heavy
traffic scenarios. (Note: for some plots, scales between
normal and heavy traffic results are not the same.) The
horizontal axis represents the different runs under different
advisory settings, and the vertical axis denotes the delay. It
should be noted that only the aircraft departing from 17R
were included, and out of those, only the aircraft with
‘complete’ trajectories (those aircraft that pushed back from
the gate and took-off within simulation time) were included.
4
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Fig. 5 shows that there is little difference in departure taxi
delay between advisory and non-advisory runs. However,
Fig. 6 shows that in advisory runs (D and T) with heavy
traffic scenarios, there was a 65% reduction in queue area
departure delay compared with the results from non-advisory
runs (B1). Fig. 7 shows the difference in delays in the
movement area, which is composed of both taxi delay and
queue area delay. As is evident from the figure, the majority
of the departure delay in the movement area was due to
congestion in the queue area, and a large reduction was
achieved through optimal sequence for spot releases and
take-offs in heavy traffic scenario runs. The tool effectively
assisted the controllers in managing a small number of
aircraft taxiing in the movement area, resulting in very
efficient surface traffic. However, in normal traffic scenario
runs there was little difference in delay regardless of
advisory option due to low traffic volume. It is also noted
that the controllers could achieve a similar delay reduction in
the runs with ‘simulated’ advisory option (B2), with slightly
lower average delays but slightly larger standard deviations.
A potential reason for this could be that the Ground
controllers were concerned about the queue size, and thus
became too conservative in releasing aircraft from spots to
taxiways. Further investigation is needed to determine the
effects of this option on the performance of the algorithms in
detail.

Figure 5. Mean Taxiway Departure Delay (left: normal traffic; right:
heavy traffic)

Figure 6. Mean Queue Area Delay (left: normal traffic; right: heavy
traffic)

Figure 7. Mean Movement Area Departure Delay (left: normal traffic;
right: heavy traffic)

Figs. 8 and 9 show the average delay of departure aircraft
in the ramp area and total delay (i.e., from push back to

runway entry), respectively. As expected, in normal traffic
scenario runs, there was little difference in total departure
delay among runs across advisory options although there was
a slight increase in ramp area delay when the advisories were
used. In heavy traffic scenario runs, there were large
increases in ramp area delay when advisories (D and T) or
‘simulated’ advisory were used (B2). Note that the
simulation design did not include any tool for effectively
managing the ramp area; the advisories were provided only
to the Ground and Local controllers for spot release and
runway usage, respectively. With the use of SRP in the
absence of ramp management, it is possible that delay in the
ramp area could have increased drastically. Because of this,
overall departure delay for heavy traffic scenario cases was
about the same regardless of advisory options. This indicates
that, in heavy traffic situations, SARDA has effectively
shifted delay from the queue area to the ramp area.

Figure 8. Mean Ramp Area Departure Delay (left: normal traffic
scenarios; right: heavy traffic scenarios)

Figure 9. Mean Total Departure Delay (left: normal traffic; right: heavy
traffic)

Fig. 10 shows the mean total delay of arrival aircraft (i.e.,
from exiting runway to gate arrival) for both normal and
heavy traffic situations. There is little difference in delay in
normal traffic situations, whereas there is a 20% reduction in
total arrival delay in heavy traffic conditions, mostly due to a
reduction in runway crossing time (results not shown in this
paper) when the controllers used advisories (D and T) or the
controllers made efforts to achieve the goal of the tool (B2).
Although the main focus of SARDA is on reducing departure
delay by providing optimal spot release and take-off
sequences, a slight improvement in reducing arrival traffic
delay has also been achieved by following optimal schedules
generated by SRP and RS algorithms.

Figure 10. Mean Total Arrival Delay (left: normal traffic; right: heavy
traffic)

B. Average Stops and Stop Time
This section details the average number of stops per
departure aircraft, including ramp area, taxiway, and
departure queue obtained from the HITL simulation.
Average stop time per departure aircraft in the queue area is
also mentioned briefly. The stop-and-go situations are the
main contributor to inefficient fuel usage, and the number of
stops and time while stopped directly address this
inefficiency of surface operation. The main objective of
SARDA tool is to minimize these metrics.
Both the average number of stops and standard deviation
per aircraft in the ramp area, taxiway, and the departure
queue for both normal and heavy traffic situations are shown
in Figs. 11-14. In heavy traffic scenario runs, there is a
decrease in the total number of stops per departure aircraft
with the use of advisories, both timeline and data-tag (Fig.
14). The ‘simulated’ advisory runs (B2) also show a decrease
in total number of stops, almost identical to the timeline and
data-tag cases. The decrease is non-trivial, with an average
reduction of about 3 stops. However, there is little change in
the number of stop and go situations in the normal scenarios
in the baseline 1 (B1) and advisory cases (D and T). A
potential reason could be lower traffic in the normal
scenarios; lower traffic density would probably result in
fewer stop and go inducing congested situations, with an
expectation for improvement through advisories.
In the advisory runs for heavy scenarios, there is a small
increase in the number of departure stops in the ramp area
(Fig. 11). There is little change in the number of stops for the
normal scenarios between the baseline and advisory cases.
With the use of SRP in the absence of ramp management, it
is possible that the number of stops could have increased
with the use of advisories.
Fig. 12 shows the departure stops on the taxiways. As is
evident from the figures, in all the cases there were almost no
stops on the taxiways. In all cases, 97% or more aircraft had
no stops on the taxiways. One possible reason is the
exclusion of the bridge traffic from the analysis; given the
grid-like geometry of the DFW taxiway layout, there are
only a few nodes where potential conflicts can arise due to
merging traffic streams, and the nodes where traffic from the
west side of DFW merges with east side is one such
possibility. In this analysis, stops for aircraft from the west
side are not included. Furthermore, with the emphasis on
operations for the east terminals, it is possible that controllers
resolved conflicts at such merge points by prioritizing east

side aircraft, causing most of the taxiway stops to be in the
west side aircraft, which are not accounted here.
The reduction of stop situations on the taxiways and
departure queues was one of the motivations for the
algorithms implemented in the experiment, and hence it is
important to analyze the number of stops and total time
stopped in the departure queue. Fig. 13 shows the average
number of departure queue stops in each scenario run with
various advisory settings. There is a large reduction in the
number of stops in the departure queue for heavy traffic
scenarios, with an average reduction of about 69% (from 5.7
stops to 1.8 stops). Although not shown in the figure, the
average stop time per aircraft in the queue area was also
reduced by 65% (from 322.6 seconds to 112.6 seconds) in
heavy traffic situations between non-advisory (B1) and
advisory cases (D and T), which is the major contribution to
delay reduction in the movement area as shown in Fig. 5.
Total number of stops per departure aircraft, including ramp
area stops, was reduced by 35% (Fig. 14).

C. Fuel Consumption and Engine Emissions
The total and average fuel consumption and engine
emissions were calculated based on the fuel flow and
emissions model developed by Nikoleris et al. [17]. In their
model, the kinematic state of a taxiing aircraft is divided into
four types: ground idle, taxi at constant speed, accelerating
from stop, and turn. Then, for each kinematic state, an engine
thrust level was assumed as percentage of rated take-off
thrust. Table II shows the estimated engine thrust level for
each kinematic state. Finally, for each engine thrust level,
fuel flow (kg/sec) and emission indices (gram of pollutant
emitted per kilogram of fuel burnt) were estimated by using
ICAO Databank’s engine performance and emissions data
[18].
Position data of individual aircraft obtained from the
simulation was divided into the four kinematic states
mentioned above, and fuel flow rate and emission indices
were applied to each kinematic state to compute fuel
consumption and emissions.
TABLE II.

Figure 11. Mean Number of Ramp Area Departure Stops (left: normal
traffic; right: heavy traffic)

ENGINE THRUST LEVELS [17]

Idle Thrust

4%

Taxi at constant speed or brake thrust

5%

Breakaway Thrust

9%

Perpendicular Turn Thrust

7%

Figure 12. Mean Number of Taxiway Departure Stops (left: normal traffic;
right: heavy traffic)

Fig. 15 shows the computed average and standard
deviation of fuel spent per aircraft in the movement area for
both normal and heavy traffic scenario runs. For baseline
cases (B1), the computed average fuel spent per aircraft in
the movement area was 168kg in heavy traffic situations,
whereas only 75kg of fuel was spent in normal traffic
situations. Therefore, a modeled 93kg of extra jet fuel was
spent per aircraft due to stop and go or slower traffic
situations. In heavy traffic situations, it was computed that
more than 60kg (or 38%) of fuel per aircraft could be saved
in the movement area by using advisories.

Figure 13. Mean Number of Queue Area Stops (left: normal traffic; right:
heavy traffic)

Figure 15. Mean Fuel Consumption by Departure Aircraft in the
Movement Area (left: normal traffic; right: heavy traffic)

Figure 14. Mean Number of Total Departure Stops (left: normal traffic;
right: heavy traffic)

Fig. 16 shows the modeled average and standard
deviation of pollutants generated from engine emissions of
departure aircraft in the movement area. The pollutants
included in ICAO Databank are Hydrocarbon (HC), Carbon
Monoxide (CO) and Nitrogen oxides (NOx), in kilograms.
The results from heavy traffic scenario runs are included in
this paper. As is evident from the table, there are reductions
in emissions in all of three categories between baseline 1 (B1)
and advisory options, including the ‘simulated’ advisory (D,

T, and B2) (i.e., 38.8%, 38.9%, 37.7% for HC, CO, and NOx,
respectively)

simulation. The authors also would like to thank Mark Penn
for his contributions as a subject matter expert.
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